Acute Effects of Static and Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation Stretching on Muscle Strength and Power Output
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Context: Stretching is commonly used as a technique for injury prevention in the clinical setting. Our findings may improve the understanding of the neuromuscular responses to stretching and help clinicians make decisions for rehabilitation progression and return to play.

Objective: To examine the short-term effects of static and proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation stretching on peak torque (PT), mean power output (MP), active range of motion (AROM), passive range of motion (PROM), electromyographic (EMG) amplitude, and mechanomyographic (MMG) amplitude of the vastus lateralis and rectus femoris muscles during voluntary maximal concentric isokinetic leg extensions at 60 and 300°·s⁻¹.

Design: A randomized, counterbalanced, cross-sectional, repeated-measures design.

Setting: A university human research laboratory.

Patients or Other Participants: Ten female (age, 23 ± 3 years) and 9 male (age, 21 ± 3 years) apparently healthy and recreationally active volunteers.

Intervention(s): Four static or proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation stretching exercises to stretch the leg extensor muscles of the dominant limb during 2 separate, randomly ordered laboratory visits.

Main Outcome Measure(s): The PT and MP were measured at 60 and 300°·s⁻¹, EMG and MMG signals were recorded, and AROM and PROM were measured at the knee joint before and after the stretching exercises.

Results: Static and proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation stretching reduced PT (P = .051), MP (P = .041), and EMG amplitude (P = .013) from prestretching to poststretching at 60°·s⁻¹ (P < .05). The AROM (P < .001) and PROM (P = .001) increased as a result of the static and proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation stretching. The MMG amplitude increased in the rectus femoris muscle in response to the static stretching at 60°·s⁻¹ (P = .031), but no other changes in MMG amplitude were observed (P > .05).

Conclusions: Both static and proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation stretching caused similar deficits in strength, power output, and muscle activation at both slow (60°·s⁻¹) and fast (300°·s⁻¹) velocities. The effect sizes, however, corresponding to these stretching-induced changes were small, which suggests the need for practitioners to consider a risk-to-benefit ratio when incorporating static or proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation stretching.
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Stretching is traditionally used as part of a warm-up to increase flexibility or pain-free range of motion (ROM) about a joint in an attempt to promote better performances and/or reduce the risk of injury. Athletic trainers and other rehabilitation professionals also recommend that their athletes or patients stretch before performing strengthening exercises or strength assessment tests. However, authors of recent systematic reviews and many original studies have suggested that preexercise stretching may temporarily compromise a muscle’s ability to produce force. It is possible that this short-term effect of stretching on muscle force production may affect the performance of various rehabilitation strengthening exercises. More importantly, preexercise stretching may adversely affect the results obtained by muscle strength assessments and, in turn, influence a clinician’s decisions regarding rehabilitation progression or return to play.

Two primary hypotheses have been developed to explain this so-called stretching-induced strength deficit: mechanical factors, such as changes in muscle stiffness, and neuromuscular factors, such as altered motor control strategies. Clinically, the simultaneous measurements of mechanomyography (MMG) and electromyography (EMG) can provide unique in-
formation about the mechanical properties and motor control strategies during various types of muscle actions. The MMG signal records and quantifies the low-frequency lateral oscillations of active skeletal muscle fibers and provides a noninvasive method to examine muscle function. To our knowledge, only 2 previous groups have compared the effects of static and PNF stretching on PT, MP, AROM, PROM, EMG amplitude, and MMG amplitude. The independent variables were time (prestretching versus poststretching), stretch (static versus PNF), velocity (60 versus 300°·s⁻¹), and muscle (VL versus RF). The dependent variables were PT, MP, AROM, PROM, EMG amplitude, and MMG amplitude. The within-subjects design helped to control for subject variability, such as individual differences in flexibility, strength, prior stretching knowledge, and experience, whereas the counterbalancing technique (as well as a familiarization trial) helped to control for a practice effect that resulted from repeated isokinetic testing, stretching, and measures of joint ROM. Each subject experienced both the static and PNF stretching protocols, but the counterbalancing technique randomly assigned the order of stretching protocols. During both laboratory trials, each subject completed 6 activities: (1) warm-up, (2) prestretching isokinetic assessments, (3) prestretching ROM measurements, (4) static or PNF stretching procedure, (5) poststretching ROM measurements, and (6) poststretching isokinetic assessments. The average duration of each laboratory trial was 58.0 ± 7.0 minutes.

Subjects

Nineteen subjects, 10 women (age, 23 ± 3 years; body mass, 63.3 ± 9.9 kg; height, 160.5 ± 11.6 cm) and 9 men (age, 21 ± 3 years; body mass, 85.7 ± 16.2 kg; height, 183.7 ± 10.5 cm), volunteered to participate. The subjects were healthy and recreationally active (engaging in 1 to 5 hours of regular physical activity per week) and indicated no current or recent knee-, hip- or ankle-related injuries and no apparent limits in knee ROM. The study was approved by the university’s institutional review board for human subjects, and all subjects completed a health history questionnaire and signed informed consent forms before testing.

Instrumentation

A calibrated Biodex System 3 isokinetic dynamometer (Biodex Medical Systems Inc, Shirley, NY) was used to measure voluntary maximal torque production during the isokinetic assessments. The participants were seated with restraining straps over the pelvis and torso in accordance with the Biodex Pro Manual. The input axis of the dynamometer was aligned with the axis of the knee. A standard handheld goniometer was used to assess ROM, and the surface EMG and MMG signals were recorded with a Biopac data acquisition system (MP150WSW, Biopac Systems Inc, Santa Barbara,
The EMG signals (recorded in microvolts) were differentially amplified with a bandwidth of 1 to 5000 Hz, input impedance of 2MΩ (differential), common mode rejection ratio of 110 dB, maximum input voltage of ±10 V, sampling rate of 1000 Hz, and gain of 1000 (EMG100C, Biopac Systems). Pregelled, disposable EMG electrodes containing a 1-cm-diameter Ag-AgCl disc (Moore Medical, New Britain, CT) were used for this study. The MMG signals were detected with active miniature accelerometers (EGAS-FS-10-/VO5, Entran Inc, Fairfield, NJ) that were preamplified with a gain of 200, frequency response of 0 to 200 Hz, sensitivity of 70 mV/m·s, and range of ±98 m·s⁻².

**Peak Torque and Mean Power Output Measurements**

Before the initial isokinetic testing, each subject completed a 5-minute warm-up at 50 W on a stationary cycle ergometer. Before and after the static or PNF stretching protocols, maximal concentric isokinetic PT for extension of the dominant leg (based on kicking preference) was measured at randomly ordered velocities of 60 and 300°·s⁻¹. Three or four submaximal warm-up trials preceded 3 maximal muscle actions at both velocities. A 2-minute rest was allowed between tests at the velocities. The number of maximal muscle actions and the rest-period durations were chosen to avoid the potential for musculoskeletal fatigue, which is unlikely with only 3 consecutive maximal muscle actions at 2 separate velocities (60 and 300°·s⁻¹) and a 2-minute rest between velocities.

During the isokinetic tests, torque was sampled by the Biodex dynamometer at a frequency of 100 Hz, stored on a personal computer, and processed offline using custom-written software (LabVIEW version 6.1; National Instruments, Austin, TX). The repetition that yielded the highest PT was selected for analysis. The torque signal was low-pass filtered at 10 Hz, and the PT was recorded as the highest torque value during the approximate middle 30° of ROM from approximately 120° to 150° of extension at the knee (180° indicated full leg extension). The MP was calculated as the time-averaged integrated area under the angle-torque curve during the middle 30° of ROM. This ROM was selected for 3 reasons: (1) to allow comparisons between velocities that were based on a standardized 30° of ROM, (2) to select an area of the torque signal that occurred during the load range (ie, constant angular velocity) at both 60 and 300°·s⁻¹, and (3) to be consistent with previous recommendations for calculating MP during a constant velocity.

**Range-of-Motion Measurements**

Immediately after the prestretching isokinetic tests, AROM and PROM were assessed for flexion of the dominant leg. To measure AROM and PROM, the goniometer was positioned along the lateral aspect of the dominant leg using the landmarks described by previous authors. The fulcrum was centered over the lateral epicondyle of the femur, with the proximal arm secured along the femur using the greater trochanter as a reference. The distal arm was aligned with the lower leg using the lateral malleolus as a reference. For the AROM measurement, the subject lay prone and actively flexed the leg as far as possible without assistance from the investigator. The PROM was measured with the assistance of the investigator by flexing the subject’s leg until there was a verbal acknowledgement of discomfort but not pain. The average of 2 measurements was used for the AROM and PROM scores. Permanent markers identified the anatomical landmarks during the initial prestretching AROM and PROM assessments for consistency during the poststretching assessments.

**Stretching Exercises**

Once the ROM was recorded, each subject performed 4 stretching exercises designed to stretch the leg extensor muscles of the dominant limb, according to the procedures of several previous studies. During 2 laboratory visits, the subjects performed either the static or the PNF stretching protocols in random order. The PNF stretches used a modified technique, similar to the procedures of a previous study, in which the subjects maintained maximal isometric tension of the leg extensors against a manual resistance (applied by the investigator) for 5 seconds, followed by a 30-second passive stretch. Four repetitions of each stretching exercise (static or PNF) were held for 30 seconds at a point of discomfort but not pain, as acknowledged by the subject. Between repetitions, the leg was returned to a neutral position for a 20-second rest period. The average time of each stretching period (both static and PNF) was 16.9 ± 2.3 minutes.

Each subject performed 1 unassisted stretching exercise followed by 3 assisted stretching exercises. For the unassisted stretching exercise, the subject stood upright with one hand against a wall for balance (Figure 1). The subject then flexed the dominant leg to a knee-joint angle of 90°. For the contract phase of the PNF stretch, a padded chair was placed beneath the foot so the subject could apply maximal isometric tension at a 90° knee-joint angle without the assistance of the investigator. During the stretch phase of the PNF protocol and the static stretching, the ankle of the flexed leg was grasped by the ipsilateral hand, and the foot was raised so the heel of the
dominant foot approached the buttocks. After the unassisted stretching exercise, the remaining stretches were completed with the assistance of the primary investigator. The first assisted stretching exercise was performed with the subject lying prone on a padded table and the legs fully extended (Figure 2). The dominant leg was flexed at the knee joint and slowly pressed down so the subject’s heel approached the buttocks. If the heel was able to contact the buttocks, the knee was gently lifted off the supporting surface, causing a slight hyperextension at the hip joint, to complete the stretch. To perform the second assisted stretching exercise, the subject stood with the back to a table and rested the dorsal surface of the dominant foot on the table by flexing the leg at the knee joint (Figure 3). From this position, the dominant leg extensors were stretched by gently pushing back on both the knee of the flexed leg and the corresponding shoulder. The final assisted stretching exercise began with the subject lying supine along the edge of the padded table and the dominant leg hanging off the table (Figure 4). The dominant leg was flexed at the knee, and the thigh was slightly hyperextended at the hip by gently pressing down on the knee. All stretching exercises (unassisted and assisted) were performed with either the static or PNF protocol. Immediately after the stretching exercises, AROM and PROM were reassessed. After the poststretching AROM and PROM measurements, the maximal concentric isokinetic testing was also repeated. Time elapsed from the end of the stretching to the beginning of the isokinetic testing was 10.5 ± 2.8 minutes.

Electromyography Measurements

Bipolar surface electrode arrangements were placed along the longitudinal axes of the VL and RF muscles (Figure 5). For the VL, electrodes were placed at 66% of the distance from the anterior superior iliac spine to the lateral border of the patella with interelectrode distances of 3.6 ± 0.3 cm. For the RF, electrodes were placed at 50% of the distance from the anterior superior iliac spine to the superior aspect of the patella with a mean interelectrode distance of 4.4 ± 0.2 cm. Electrodes were placed in accordance with the recommendations of Hermens et al50 to avoid overlap with the innervation zones and to reduce the risk of cross-talk between muscles. Interelectrode impedance for each muscle was kept below 2000 Ω by swabbing with isopropyl alcohol and carefully abrading the skin with 8 to 12 light strokes over the electrode site with emery paper (3M Red Dot Trace Prep, 3M Canada Inc, London, Ontario, Canada).

Mechanomyography Measurements

To record the MMG signals, accelerometers were placed perpendicular to the longitudinal axes of the VL and RF muscles (see Figure 5). For the VL, the accelerometer was placed at 50% of the distance from the anterior superior iliac spine to the lateral border of the patella, superior to the active EMG electrodes. For the RF, the accelerometer was placed at 50% of the distance from the anterior superior iliac spine to the
superior border of the patella, between the active EMG electrodes. Both accelerometers were affixed to the skin with 3M double-sided foam tape and microporous surgical tape to ensure consistent contact pressure.13,32–34,51–53

Signal Processing

The analog EMG and MMG signals were sampled at a frequency of 1 KHz, stored on a personal computer, and expressed as root mean square amplitude values by software (AcqKnowledge III, Biopac Systems). The EMG and MMG signals were bandpass filtered (second-order Butterworth filter) at 10 to 500 Hz and 5 to 100 Hz, respectively. All subsequent analyses used the filtered EMG and MMG amplitude values. Like the PT and MP calculations, EMG and MMG amplitude values corresponding to the approximate middle 30° of ROM (approximately 120° to 150° of extension at the knee) were analyzed to help avoid the acceleration and deceleration phases of movement that are typical with isokinetic dynamometers.47 This allowed for comparisons between the velocities based on a standardized ROM. To obtain the EMG and MMG signal epochs during the middle 30° of ROM, the durations for each subject’s isokinetic contractions at 60 and 300°s⁻¹ were obtained from custom software (LabVIEW). One third of the isokinetic contraction duration was used to calculate the middle third of the corresponding EMG and MMG signal bursts, starting with the onset of the EMG signal (Figure 6).

Statistical Analysis

Two separate, 3-way, repeated-measures analyses of variance (stretch [static versus PNF] × time [prestretching versus poststretching] × velocity [60 versus 300°s⁻¹]) were used to analyze the PT and MP data. Two separate, 4-way, repeated-measures analyses of variance (stretch [static versus PNF] × time [prestretching versus poststretching] × muscle [VL versus RF] × velocity [60 versus 300°s⁻¹]) were used to analyze the EMG and MMG amplitude data. Two separate, 2-way, repeated-measures analyses of variance (stretch [static versus PNF] × time [prestretching versus poststretching]) were used to analyze the AROM and PROM measurements. When appropriate, follow-up analyses included additional lower-order analyses of variance and paired-samples t tests. In addition, effect size estimates were calculated based on the method of Cohen54 for any differences observed. We used SPSS (version 11.5; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) and Excel (version 2003; Microsoft Corp, Seattle, WA) for all statistical analyses. A type I error rate of 5% was considered acceptable for all statistical comparisons.

RESULTS

Peak Torque and Mean Power Output

The mean values for PT and MP are reported in Table 1. For PT and MP, no 3-way interactions (time × stretch × velocity), no 2-way interactions (time × stretch, stretch × vel-
locity, time × velocity), and no main effect for stretch were noted, but significant main effects were seen for time and velocity. The marginal means for PT (collapsed across stretch and velocity) decreased from prestretching to poststretching ($P = .051$, effect size = 0.08). In addition, the marginal means for PT (collapsed across time and stretch) decreased from 60 to 300 s$^{-1}$ ($P < .001$, effect size = 1.02). The marginal means for MP (collapsed across stretch and velocity) also decreased from prestretching to poststretching ($P = .041$, effect size = .08), whereas the marginal means for MP (collapsed across time and stretch) increased from 60 to 300 s$^{-1}$ ($P < .001$, effect size = 1.48). Overall, these results indicated that PT and MP decreased from prestretching to poststretching at 60 and 300 s$^{-1}$ in response to both the static and PNF stretching. In addition, PT decreased, whereas MP increased from 60 to 300 s$^{-1}$, which was consistent with the traditional force-velocity$^5$ and power-velocity$^6$ relationships during maximal concentric isokinetic muscle actions.

Range of Motion

The mean values for AROM and PROM are reported in Table 2. For both AROM and PROM, no 2-way interactions (time × stretch) and no main effects for stretch were noted, but significant main effects for time were seen. The marginal means for AROM (collapsed across stretch) increased from prestretching to poststretching ($P < .001$, effect size = 0.28). Similarly, the marginal means for PROM (collapsed across stretch) increased from prestretching to poststretching ($P = .001$, effect size = 0.18). Thus, AROM and PROM increased from prestretching to poststretching in response to both the static and PNF stretching.

Electromyographic Amplitude

The mean values for EMG amplitude are reported in Table 3. The analysis indicated no 4-way interactions (time × stretch × velocity × muscle), no 3-way interactions (stretch × time × velocity, stretch × time × muscle, stretch × velocity × muscle), no 2-way interactions (time × stretch, time × muscle, time × velocity, stretch × muscle, velocity × muscle), and no main effects for stretch or velocity but significant main effects for time and muscle. The marginal means for EMG amplitude (collapsed across time, stretch, and velocity) decreased from prestretching to poststretching ($P = .013$, effect size = 0.30). The marginal means for EMG amplitude (collapsed across time, stretch, and velocity) were greater for the RF than the VL ($P = .008$, effect size = 0.47). Overall, these findings indicated that EMG amplitude for the VL and RF muscles decreased from prestretching to poststretching at 60 and 300 s$^{-1}$ in response to both the static and PNF stretching.

Table 1. Peak Torque and Mean Power Output Values*$^\text{a}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stretch and Time</th>
<th>Peak Torque, Nm</th>
<th>Mean Power Output, W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prestretching</td>
<td>126.3 ± 1.8</td>
<td>141.2 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poststretching</td>
<td>128.1 ± 1.8</td>
<td>143.0 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNFS†</td>
<td>125.7 ± 1.6</td>
<td>140.4 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poststretching</td>
<td>127.3 ± 1.5</td>
<td>140.9 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are mean ± SEM.
†PNFS indicates proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation stretching.

Table 2. Active Range-of-Motion and Passive Range-of-Motion Values*$^\text{a}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stretch and Time</th>
<th>Active Range of Motion, °</th>
<th>Passive Range of Motion, °</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prestretching</td>
<td>126.3 ± 1.8</td>
<td>141.2 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poststretching</td>
<td>128.1 ± 1.8</td>
<td>143.0 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNFS†</td>
<td>125.7 ± 1.6</td>
<td>140.4 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poststretching</td>
<td>127.3 ± 1.5</td>
<td>140.9 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are mean ± SEM.
†PNFS indicates proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation stretching.

Table 3. EMG Amplitude and MMG Amplitude Values*$^\text{a}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stretch, Muscle, and Time</th>
<th>EMG Amplitude, μVrms</th>
<th>MMP Amplitude, mVrms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prestretching</td>
<td>374.6 ± 29.8</td>
<td>22.0 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poststretching</td>
<td>357.8 ± 23.3</td>
<td>23.9 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectus femoris</td>
<td>431.7 ± 46.3</td>
<td>23.1 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poststretching</td>
<td>433.1 ± 33.5</td>
<td>28.9 ± 3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*EMG indicates electromyography; MMG, mechanomyography; and PNFS, proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation stretching. Values are mean ± SEM.
Mechanomyographic Amplitude

The mean values for MMG amplitude are reported in Table 3. The analysis indicated a 4-way interaction (time \( \times \) stretch \( \times \) velocity \( \times \) muscle). Subsequent paired-samples t-tests indicated that MMG amplitude increased from prestretching to poststretching (static only) at 60°·s\(^{-1}\) for the RF \( (P = .031, \text{effect size} = 0.43) \). However, no other changes were seen in MMG amplitude from prestretching to poststretching. Furthermore, MMG amplitude increased from 60 to 300°·s\(^{-1}\) for all assessments \((P < .001, \text{effect size} = 1.47)\), which was consistent with our previous findings regarding the velocity-related increases in MMG amplitude.\(^{32-34,51,52}\)

DISCUSSION

We found a 2.8% decrease in PT and a 3.2% decrease in MP as a result of the static and PNF stretching exercises. These results were consistent with previous reports of short-term decreases in performance after a bout of stretching.\(^{11-19,43-45,57-60}\) Our results are unique, however, in that we observed decreases in muscle strength and power as a result of both the static and PNF stretching exercises. Conflicting evidence exists regarding the effects of PNF stretching on jumping performance.\(^{19,42}\) Vertical jump heights after PNF stretching were lower than after the static stretching and/or control conditions.\(^{42}\) Yet, another group\(^{19}\) demonstrated no significant differences in jump performances between the PNF stretching and control conditions. These conflicting results\(^{19,42}\) may be due to the differences among stretching protocols and/or the types of jumping tests performed (vertical jump versus drop jump versus concentric-only jump). For example, a contract-relax, agonist-contract PNF method involving two 10-second isometric contractions for each of the stretching repetitions was used in one study,\(^{42}\) whereas the other\(^{19}\) used a contract-relax method involving one 5-second isometric contraction followed by a 15-second passive stretch for each stretching repetition. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the magnitude of the performance decrement may be in direct proportion to the magnitude of the stretching exercises.\(^{15}\) It is possible, therefore, that either the magnitude of the stretching or fatigue may have influenced the vertical jumping abilities after the PNF stretching conducted in these previous studies.\(^{19,42}\) Nevertheless, our results extend the findings of previous studies\(^{19,42}\) and suggest that both PNF and static stretching reduce the force- and power-producing capabilities of the leg extensors during voluntary maximal concentric isokinetic muscle actions at 60 and 300°·s\(^{-1}\).

Recent authors\(^{18}\) suggested that the short-term effects of static stretching on PT are velocity specific. Specifically, stretching-induced decreases in PT during maximal concentric isokinetic leg extensions were reported at the slower velocities (60 and 90°·s\(^{-1}\)), but no effects of stretching were observed at the faster velocities (150, 210, or 270°·s\(^{-1}\)).\(^{18}\) Our results were similar to those of previous studies\(^{12-14}\) and demonstrated stretching-induced decreases in PT at both slow (60°·s\(^{-1}\)) and fast (300°·s\(^{-1}\)) velocities. Therefore, it is possible that the stretching-induced decreases in PT may not be as velocity specific as originally suggested.\(^{18}\) Moreover, the suggestion that static stretching before performance is sport specific, affecting strength but not power athletes,\(^{18}\) may also need to be reevaluated.

As we mentioned previously, 2 hypotheses have been developed to account for the stretching-induced decreases in muscular force–producing capacity: (1) mechanical factors, such as alterations in the viscoelastic properties of the musculotendinous unit,\(^{12-15,18,45,57}\) and (2) neurologic factors, such as decreased motor unit activation.\(^{11,13,15,20}\) A previous group\(^{15}\) reported that after 15 minutes of recovery from intense stretching, most of the decreases in muscular force–generating capacity were attributable to intrinsic mechanical properties of the musculotendinous unit rather than neural factors. Specifically, it was hypothesized that stretching may have altered the length-tension relationship and/or the plastic deformation of connective tissues such that the maximal force-producing capabilities of the musculotendinous unit could be limited.\(^{15}\) Investigators\(^{18,45}\) have also suggested that the primary mechanism underlying the stretching-induced decreases in force production (after 10 minutes of recovery) is related to a decrease in musculotendinous stiffness that may alter the length-tension relationship of the muscle fibers. These suggestions are particularly applicable considering the 10-minute recovery we allowed after the stretching protocols. Furthermore, previous researchers have suggested that the angle-torque relationship (ie, the torque curve) during maximal concentric isokinetic muscle actions may provide information regarding the length-tension relationship of the muscle fibers.\(^{60-62}\) It is possible, therefore, that stretching-induced alterations in the length-tension relationship may be manifested through changes in the angle-torque relationship, which, in turn, may be evident by changes in the area under the angle-torque curve. Our results support this hypothesis and suggest that the static and PNF stretching decreased MP and, therefore, reduced the time-averaged area under the angle-torque curve, which implies stretching-induced alterations in the length-tension relationship. One limitation of our results, however, was that we only used a truncated portion of the ROM (middle 30°) to calculate MP. It is still unclear how stretching may affect the area under the angle-torque curve throughout the full ROM. Future authors should carefully examine the effects of stretching on the entire angle-torque relationship to better understand the effects of stretching on the length-tension relationship.

We hypothesized that AROM and PROM would increase as a result of the stretching exercises. Our results support our hypothesis and indicate stretching-induced increases in AROM and PROM (1.6% and 1.0% increases, respectively). These findings suggest, therefore, that static and PNF stretching both cause increases in musculotendinous compliance, which allows for a greater pain-free ROM. The observed increases in PROM may provide information regarding the clinical benefits of static and PNF stretching, because they require the application of an external force on the limb by an examiner. Conversely, the increase in AROM suggested that the internal forces of the antagonist (hamstrings) are able to move the leg through a greater ROM as a result of the static and PNF stretching. Thus, AROM may provide information regarding the performance benefits of static and PNF stretching (due to the absence of external forces applied by an examiner), which may better simulate performance conditions. In addition, little is known about the simultaneous influences of a warm-up in conjunction with stretching on PROM and/or AROM; therefore, future investigators should attempt to distinguish between the individual contributions of a warm-up and stretching exercises to increase joint ROM.

Previous groups\(^{22,32-34,36,37,63}\) have suggested that MMG amplitude is inversely related to muscle stiffness but directly related to MP\(^{32-34,51,52,63}\). It has been suggested that a stiff
muscle may attenuate the lateral oscillations of the individual muscle fibers and, therefore, decrease MMG amplitude.22,63 Thus, we hypothesized that stretching would decrease muscle stiffness and increase MMG amplitude.14,22,32,34,36,37,63,64 Our results indicate an increase in MMG amplitude from prestretching to poststretching (static only) at 60°·s−1 for the RF, which only partially supported our hypothesis that stretching increases MMG amplitude, which may be an indicator of decreases in muscle stiffness. However, the increase in MMG amplitude was observed for only 1 muscle (RF) at 1 velocity (60°·s−1) in response to the static stretching. No other stretching-induced changes were observed for MMG amplitude. These findings are not consistent with those of previous authors,14 who reported increases in MMG amplitude as a result of stretching the biceps brachii muscle. The increases reported were primarily attributed to stretching-induced changes in muscle stiffness.14 This conflicting evidence could be due to the differences in muscle architecture (VL and RF versus biceps brachii) and/or possible competing influences of stretching-induced decreases in MP and increases in muscle compliance, both of which may influence MMG amplitude. Thus, further research is necessary to examine the relationship between MMG amplitude and muscle stiffness and how this relationship is affected by stretching.

It has also been hypothesized that stretching-induced decreases in force production may be due to neural factors such as decreased motor unit activation, firing frequency, and/or altered reflex sensitivity.11,13,15,20,43 Previous groups have demonstrated stretching-induced decreases in muscle activation through the use of surface11,13,15,43 and fine-wire20 EMG in addition to twitch interpolation techniques.11,15,43 Decreases in motor-unit recruitment (EMG amplitude) and firing frequency (zero crossing rate) were observed after repeated passive stretches of the plantar flexors.20 In addition, 60% of the stretching-induced decreases in force production of the triceps surae (up to 15 minutes after stretching) were reported to be due to neural factors.15 Other authors11 also suggested that at least part of the stretching-induced decreases in maximal force production of the leg extensors was a result of decreases in muscle activation. Moreover, our laboratory group13 has reported decreases in PT and EMG amplitude after stretching for the stretched and unstretched (contralateral) leg extensor muscles, which were partially attributed to an unidentified central nervous system inhibitory mechanism. However, stretching-induced decreases in PT, with no changes in surface EMG, have been reported.14,57 Our results support those of previous studies11,13,15,20,43 and indicate stretching-induced decreases in EMG amplitude at 60 and 300°·s−1 for the VL and RF muscles. The conflict of our results with those of previous studies14,57 may be related to the differences among the muscles tested (leg extensors versus triceps surae versus biceps brachii) and/or the stretching protocols.

Using effect-size values to gauge the size of the effect of the treatments may be an important statistical tool for determining clinical relevance versus statistical significance. The effect-size values54 for the stretching-induced changes in PT, MP, AROM, PROM, EMG amplitude, and MMG amplitude in our study were 0.08, 0.08, 0.28, 0.18, 0.30, and 0.43, respectively. Based on the interpretation guidelines,54 effect-size values ranging from 0.08 to 0.43 are small to small or moderate. Thus, the stretching-induced changes in PT, MP, AROM, PROM, EMG amplitude, and MMG amplitude in our study might be best interpreted based on the context of the application. For example, the decision to stretch elite athletes before performances, in which relatively small differences exist between first and second place, may be affected by our findings. However, in a rehabilitation setting, in which stretching may be used to maintain a functional ROM for an injured muscle or joint65 and for warm-up before muscle strengthening treatments and assessments, the small stretching-induced changes observed in our study may not be as clinically relevant. Therefore, caution should be used when interpreting our findings. When designing treatment programs, clinicians may benefit from considering a risk-to-benefit ratio that weighs the risk of decreases in strength, power, and muscle activation against the benefit of maintaining a functional ROM. For instance, during the early stages of rehabilitation, regaining a functional ROM is more important than maximal muscle-force production. However, as the rehabilitation program progresses and normal ROM is restored, force production and muscle activation become increasingly important, particularly for the redevelopment of strength and power. Based on our results and the results of previous studies,11–19,43–45,57–59 clinicians should consider the possible effect of preexercise stretching on muscle strengthening exercises. More importantly, clinicians should be aware of the possibility for stretching-induced strength deficits when conducting strength tests on their patients, particularly when the results of these tests are used for making decisions for rehabilitation progression and return to play.

In summary, our primary findings were decreases in PT, MP, and EMG amplitude as a result of both static and PNF stretching. These findings were unique in that, to our knowledge, no other authors have examined the effects of static and PNF stretching on isolated muscle performance with a repeated-measures design. In addition, the fact that the effects of the stretching were evident at both 60 and 300°·s−1 suggested that stretching-induced decreases in performance may not be as velocity specific as previously suggested.12–14,18 Regarding the mechanisms underlying the stretching-induced performance deficit, the decreases in PT and MP and the decreases in EMG amplitude we observed in our study tentatively support the hypothesis that stretching may alter the length-tension relationship12,13,16,18,45,57 and the hypothesis that stretching may reduce muscle activation,11–13,15,20 respectively. Furthermore, as indicated by the static stretching-induced increase in MMG amplitude for the RF at 60°·s−1 in our study in conjunction with previous findings,14 MMG may be useful in investigating the mechanical changes that may occur as a result of stretching, such as decreases in muscle stiffness. In addition, the relatively small effect-size values in our study suggest that the application of the stretching-induced changes in performance may be context specific, implying the need for practitioners to consider a risk-to-benefit ratio when designing rehabilitation or training programs that incorporate preexercise stretching. Because our subjects were free of any lower extremity injuries, further research is needed to examine the effect of preexercise stretching on muscle strengthening and/or strength assessments in athletes or patients who have experienced a muscle, tendon, or joint injury.
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